
"Returning, slightly knackered, from his encounter with 
the 'Dog-Warriors' of Zumbria, Bart hitched his ring 
(Nuclear-powered, Bubble-firing, for the use of .. ) up to its 
charger and stepped into the soothing rays of the 
Mk 13 'Vac-0-Rec'. Then selecting his favourite blue 
sleep-suit, he slid into the 'Snooze-Module' and 
closed the lid. Soon he would be fully refreshed and 
ready to face his next assignment .... or so he thought! 
However life is never THAT simple and when he awoke to 
find a small but very informative note pinned to his 
pillow, he knew that it was going to be ............ " 

"JUST ONE OF THOSE DAYS !" 

Guide Bart through the vast Azurian complex, his every 
step monitored by advanced surveillance cameras. Avoid, 
where-ever possible, the various security droids that 
stalk the corridors in ever-increasing quantities. Armed 
with only his 'Bubble-firing ring', Bart must locate the 
"Mega-Brain' that controls the complex and then using his 
skills to the full, blast the brain into oblivion! 

To a mercenary of Bart's abilities this is a simple · 
enough task but can YOU handle it? Will you be able 
to solve the puzzles and find your way around the myriad 
of corridors or will you die in the attempt? Remember the 
famous words of Quillam T. Sandros .... "You only have 
one life, so use it well ... " 

CONTROLS 

"Up" 
"Down" 
••Left" 
"Right" 
"Fire" 

I 1 O.!::,~ s , , 

rroves Bart forward 
fires bubble 
turns Bart anti-clockwise 
turns Bart clockwise 
makes Bart jump 

Note : Bart will ALWAYS rrove in the 
direction he is facing. 

PRESS "A" TO RESTART CURRENT GAME. 

Spectrum 48K/l 28K+2· 

AVAILABLE FROM ...... . 

ZENOBI SOFTWARE 
26 SPOTLAND TOPS 
CUTGATE 
ROCHDALE 
LANCASHIRE 
OL12 7NX 

For details of AIL our 
other products, just 
drop a line to the above 
address. 
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